Third Thursday

Make a Go Go Dress Ornament
Get inspired by the fun colors and patterns
of the 1970s! Create a paper go go dress
ornament using a simple paper template
and a wire paper clip.
Supplies Needed
• Paper Go Go Dress Template
• Colored Pencils/Crayons/Markers
• Pencil (optional)
• Scissors
• Paper Clip (jewelry wire, pipe cleaners,
or hanging wire will work as well)
• Needle Nose Pliers (optional)
• Glue Stick (optional)
How to Do It!
1. Choose a pattern to decorate your dress. You
can be inspired by the pre-drawn template with
flowers or you can create your own.
2. If you are using the blank dress template, draw the
pattern on your paper dress template; then color in
your dress design.
3. Cut out your paper dress around all of the dotted
lines with scissors. Make sure to cut all the way
around the edge of the dress and to cut out the neck
hole in the center.
4. Fold the paper dress at the fold line along the
shoulders.
5. Take your paper clip and unfold it so that you have
a straight piece of wire (if you are using another type
of wire or a pipe cleaner, cut a piece that is ~4.5”
long). Bend the wire until it is in the shape of a
hanger. If you have trouble bending the wire, you
can use a pair of needle nose pliers to bend it.
6. Place the hook of the hanger through the neck hole of your dress so
that the dress hangs on the hanger.
7. If you would like to make sure that the dress stays on the hanger,
you can use a glue stick to glue the inside front and back of the dress
together.
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